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Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs)
 MOFs are a classification of crystalline solids composed of
metal clusters connected by organic linkers.
 MOFs are used in catalysis, gas sorption , gas separation
and other purposes due to their incredibly high surface
areas, chemical and thermal stabilities.
 Presynthetic and postsynthetic modification can both be
used to functionalize the materials, in this case the organic
linkers, which allows for fine tuning of their properties.

Postsynthetic Modification (PSM)
 PSM uses the MOFs characteristic of large pore size as a
means to carry out reactions on the already formed MOF,
after the synthesis is complete.
 There are several different methods of PSM, but our
experiments rely solely on PSM of functional groups on the
organic linking component .
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 Our trails thus far to achieve PSM of the linkers have
failed.
 Tests were ran ranging from ambient temperature to
100*C in many organic solvents.
 Successful reaction conditions for synthesis of PCL
IRMOF-3 (100*C for 18hrs in DMF) were mimicked.
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Conclusions and further
testing
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 We have successfully synthesized a variety of MOFs with
the PCL ligand fully incorporated.
 We have failed to create these linkages postsynthetically,
and in order to tackle this problem, we need to find an
entirely different approach than the deprotection used for
presythetic means.
 We have tested IRMOF-3 and found that its organic
ligands are connected adjacently rather than across the unit
cell as was the original intent.
 The new MOF’s stability been tested, and the linked
ligands provide little to no added stability in this compound
when exposed to air, protic solvents, nor increased thermal
stability.
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 One limit on the functional applications of particular
MOFs are their instability in water and other common
solvents.
 The goal of our research is to create more stable,
and therefore, more viable and functional MOFs by
linking organic components on opposite side of the unit
cell, providing secondary support to the lattice.
 Pre-Crosslinking ,the method we developed to
presynthetically incorporate the linkers will be refered
to as PCL.
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 Continue testing linking chains of various lengths in order
to find the ideal cross-unit-cell link we desire.
 Further test properties of PCL Mil-53, Mil-68, and IRMOF
variants, and confirm the chemical identities of the Mil
samples.
 Test for ways to postsynthetically apply these changes.

Microscope crystal comparison
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BET IRMOF-3: 2266m2/g
BET Glu: 2035m2/g
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